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Why do we think structure formation isWhy do we think structure formation is
hierarchical?hierarchical?

CMB   WMAP
Fluctuations 1 part in 100,000
400,000 years after Big Bang

Galaxy map of local universe: 2dFGRS
Fluctuations of order unity

13.7 billion years after Big Bang



Why do we think structure formation isWhy do we think structure formation is
hierarchical?hierarchical?

CMB dt/t and galaxy power 
spectrum plotted in same 
units.

CDM theory can describe 
density fluctuations in the 
early universe and their 
subsequent growth due to 
gravitational instability.

Sanchez et al. 2006, MNRAS,
In press. astro-ph/0507583.



Why do we think structure formation isWhy do we think structure formation is
hierarchical?hierarchical?

A new era of precision 
cosmology.

Combining CMB and P(k)
data from different 
epochs tightens constraints.

Cosmology fixed: can 
concentrate on the 
“gastrophysics” of galaxy 
formation.

Sanchez et al. 2006, MNRAS,
In press. astro-ph/0507583.



Gravitational instability in a Lambda-CDM universe



Springel et al. 2005 Nature



Why do we need Why do we need ““complicatedcomplicated””
models?models?

Galaxy group luminosity function
Measured from 2dFGRS by 
Eke et al.  2004, 2005

Simple prediction:
Take  DM halo mass function
plus fixed M/L ratio

Galaxy formation TOO efficient
in both low and high mass haloes

Total group luminosity
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Why do we need Why do we need ““complicatedcomplicated””
models?models?
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Total group luminosity

Variation of M/L with total
group luminosity shows how 
the efficiency of galaxy 
formation should depend on 
halo mass. 

Galaxy 
formation
most 
efficient Effectiveness of feedback 

processes and variation in 
gas cooling time within haloes 
of different mass drive change
in M/L

Eke et al. 2004, 2005



How do we model galaxy formation?How do we model galaxy formation?

Cole et al. 2000

Combination of simulations, 
analytic results and recipes 
with parameters



A problem making massive galaxies?A problem making massive galaxies?

With current best fit value 
for baryon fraction, predict
far too many bright galaxies

Increasing supernovae 
feedback which heats 
disk gas just reduces 
number of faint galaxies

Benson et al. 2003

Increasing
SN feedback

fainter        K-band Mag      brighter
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z=0 K-band
luminosity function



A problem making massive galaxies?A problem making massive galaxies?

With current best fit value 
for baryon fraction, predict
far too many bright galaxies

Thermal conduction balances
cooling luminosity of gas: 
requires implausibly high
conduction efficiency

Benson et al. 2003

Increase
conductivity

z=0 K-band
luminosity function



A problem making massive galaxies?A problem making massive galaxies?

With current best fit value 
for baryon fraction, predict
far too many bright galaxies

Superwind drives gas out 
of large galaxies: requires 
all energy from SNe to go 
into wind

Benson et al. 2003

Increase superwind

K

z=0 K-band
luminosity function



An alternative energy source: AGN feedback

See also Granato et al. 2004; Croton et al. 2006, MNRAS;  de Lucia et al. 2006, MNRAS

•Need model to track growth of black holes in galaxy mergers

•Haloes with quasi-static hot gas halo:   t(cool) > t(free-fall)

•Rate at which gas cools is quenched, depending on size of black hole

•AGN emits luminosity that balances cooling luminosity radiated by gas

Bower et al. 2005



Tracking the growth of black holes in hierarchical models

Rowena Malbon et al. 2006

Black holes grow by:

•Cold gas accretion in 
  galaxy mergers

•Mergers of black holes

Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000
Cattaneo et al. 2005



Evolution of the Magorrian relation

Rest frame B-band Bulge stellar mass

Rowena Malbon et al. 2006



The impact of AGN feedback on gas cooling

Croton et al. 2006, MNRAS
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The luminosity function with suppression of cooling by AGN

Same parameters 
but turn off AGN 
feedback 

With AGN 
feedback

Present day K-band field luminosity function

Bower et al. 2005



The challenge of (sub)millimetre galaxies



The challenge of (sub)millimetre galaxies

SCUBA image of HDF More star formation at high-z?

Hughes et al. 1998;  Barger et al. 1998



The challenge of (sub)millimetre galaxies

*Population of sources missed by Lyman-break dropout & UV imaging

*Possibly more star formation at high redshift than previously thought

*Inferred SFRs huge ~ 1000 Msun/yr! 

*Is all emission due to starburst or is some from an AGN?

*Is a SCUBA source an elliptical galaxy in formation? 

*Massive galaxies in place at high-z?

   How can SCUBA sources be accommodated in 
                   hierarchical models?



Modelling dust extinction and emission
*Naïve model:  assume dust temperature

*Physically inconsistent!

*Dust temperature should be determined by thermal equilibrium between
  heating and cooling of grains

*With the bolometric luminosity and dust mass as parameters, and
  with the  dust in thermal equilibrium,

Which gives :



Modelling dust extinction and emission

1. Complete star formation history of galaxy, including starbursts triggered
     by galaxy mergers



Examples of predicted star formation histories
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Age of universe

GREEN:
total

RED:
Starbursts

BLUE: 
Quiescent
Disks

Baugh 2006 Rep. Prog. Phys.



Modelling dust extinction and emission

1. Complete star formation history of galaxy, including starbursts triggered
     by galaxy mergers.

2. Scale lengths of the disk and bulge components, calculated by conserving
    angular momentum and applying conservation of energy.



Example of size calculation: Fundamental plane of ellipticals

Cesario Almeida et al. 2006

Comparison of predicted
sizes of local bulge 
dominated galaxies with 
SDSS analysis by 
Bernardi et al. 2005



Modelling dust extinction and emission

1. Complete star formation history of galaxy, including starbursts triggered
     by galaxy mergers.

2.  Scale lengths of the disk and bulge components, calculated by conserving
     angular momentum and applying conservation of energy.

3. Metallicity and cold gas mass: dust mass.

4. A spectro-photometric model to compute dust extinction and emission.



Modelling dust extinction and emission

GRASIL :  Silva et al. 1998

•Emission from stars

•Extinction by dust in two 
  components: clouds & diffuse

•Computes temperature at 
  each location in galaxy 
  applying thermal eqm. 

•Composite dust spectrum

Combination of GALFORM & GRASIL :  Granato et al. 2000



Standard predictions for the high redshift universe

850 micron counts Lyman-break luminosity function
                    at z=3 



What changes were made to improve these predictions?

1. Change to a constant star formation timescale, rather than one that scales
     with the dynamical time

2.  Minor mergers trigger starbursts in gas rich disks



Global star formation history

Dynamical time scaling Fixed timescale

Baugh et al. 2005



What changes were made to improve these predictions?

1. Change to a constant star formation timescale, rather than one that scales
     with the dynamical time

2. Minor mergers trigger starbursts in gas rich disks

3. Use a flat IMF in starbursts:

           more energy output in UV by high mass stars

           more energy absorbed by dust

           more dust to prevent heating to too high a temperature



Baugh et al. 2005, MNRAS, 356, 1191

850 micron counts Lyman break LF z=3

Predictions of the model with a flat IMF in starbursts



Which changes drive the agreement with observations?

Use standard IMF in bursts Switch off minor merger bursts

Baugh et al. (2005)



Predicted and observed 850 micron redshift distributions

Baugh et al. (2005)

Chapman et al. (2003)



Predictions at other wavelengths

Lacey et al. 2006

8 micron counts and N(z) : dust & PAHs start to dominate



Predictions at other wavelengths

Lacey et al. 2006

160 micron number counts and redshift distribution



Predictions at other wavelengths

Lacey et al. 2006

24 micron number counts and redshift distribution
Accurate modelling of PAHs essential



Predictions at other wavelengths

Lacey et al. 2006

Discrepancy with inferred
Photo-z n(z) at 24 microns

Sources brighter than 
83 micro Jy.



Other evidence in support of a top-heavy IMF

Model with top-heavy 
IMF matches metal 
abundances in ICM

Nagashima et al. 2005

Type I & Type II SN



Summary

1) Structure formation IS hierarchical

2) Lambda-CDM seems like a good bet: working framework

3) Realistic galaxy formation models must be set in hierarchical context

4) Efficiency of galaxy formation depends on halo mass

5) Problem with overproducing bright galaxies today

6) Problem forming massive galaxies at high-z?

7) Model with flat IMF in starbursts has a number of successes:

      * reproduces present day luminosity functions: B, K, 60 micron
      * reproduces 850 micron counts and N(z)
      * reproduces Lyman-break luminosity function
      * good match to SPITZER counts


